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**Suggestion of an alternative approach of inhalation of volatile chemicals from onion and garlic for isolated patient of mild onset infected Flu: Review and communication**
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**Abstract**

Virus-infected Flu is a common disease. To date, no specific drugs are available to manage the symptoms of cough, headache and sputum production. An alternative Chinese herb medicine is introduced for virus-infected Flu or similar infection. Before hospitalization, some of patients may scare for cross-infection with mild symptoms or hardly go to hospital if encountered a temporary lockdown or quarantine. Some Chinese practice self-treatment of cough, headache and sputum production by inhalation of volatile chemicals from onion and garlic. Author used to take the same alternative approach of inhalation of onion, garlic or scallions for self-treatment when suffered virus caused flu with cough, headache and sputum production at onset disease. In this article, the biomedical effects of onion and garlic are reviewed. To help patients with mild symptoms of virus infected Flu, a simple home-based treatment was suggested to self-treatment because of temporary isolation and hardly going to hospitalization. The alternative approach may also suggest for some mild virus infected respiratory diseases caused by virus at onset disease.
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Inhalation for therapeutic vapors and aerosols has been used over thousands of years in various cultures[1]. Inhabitants are used to treat pneumonia[2]. The treatment usually needs commercialized device for the controlled inhalation of therapeutic aerosols. In some special situation, patient has to treat him or her-self for out-of-hospital treatment. Recently, outbreak of a novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV)–infected pneumonia has occurred in Wuhan, China, since December 2019. World-wide human-to-human transmission of coronavirus also become global health concern[3]. China government made effort to prevent panic[4]. However, the panic situation of disease outbreak is still a problem in the cities and rural areas, because of lack of remedy and hospitalization especially at very beginning[5]. To date, “the death toll from the coronavirus topped 1,000 on Monday, as more than 42,000 cases are confirmed across the globe” according to CBS News[6]. Some information is updated according to IFENG NEWS [7]. Nonpharmaceutical Interventions of the disease are still a great challenge for the present situation[8]. Repurposing host-based therapeutics are suggested for control coronavirus and influenza virus[9, 10]. However, it still takes time to find effective drugs for 2019-nCoV infected pneumonia. Besides severe acute respiratory infections, many patients with mild symptoms could be treated in home care condition with doctor’s suggestion. However, doctor may not be available for every patient for the outbreak situation. Some patients have to strand in home with no choice. Respiratory symptoms at onset of illness were cough 76% and sputum production 28% [11]. For home cared patients, some of them alternatively use self-managed treatment. Before the development of effective treatment, some potential alternative medication may be considered for some symptoms.

Onion[12-18], garlic[19-21] and scallions[22, 23] are usually some ready-to-use therapeutic food. Both of garlic and onion extracts are found of therapeutic properties including antimicrobial, antiviral, antifungal, antiprotozoal, hepatoprotective, cardioprotective, anti-inflammatory, neuroprotective, anti-amnesic, anticarcinogenic, antimutagenic, antiasthmatic, immunomodulatory, hypolipidemic, anti-hypertensive, anti-diabetic and antioxidant[24]. Garlic and onion are used as natural remedies for the relief of Cold and Flu Symptoms[25, 26]. Extracts of onions show the antiviral effects of against avian influenza virus subtype H9N2[27]. Allium sativum[28] shows a better antiviral effect than that of allium cepa (onion)[29]. As mention above, therapeutic aerosol delivery is still a potential approach for drug delivery and administration. Onion, garlic and scallion have strong volatile compounds, which could be applied for therapeutic inhalation. The pharmacology and physiology of onion are also studied in China[30-36]. That is why we hypothesized that inhalation of onion for the 2019-nCoV pneumonia.

Compared with other route of administration, the therapeutic inhalation may be beneficial allergy or toxic (some situations see following demonstration). “The primary goal of inhalation therapy for local treatment is to reduce pulmonary symptoms, for example, through the alleviation and/or prevention of airway inflammation and constriction”[37, 38]. The pathological lesion of 2019-nCoV pneumonia locates in the lung tissues. Volatile biochemicals may act more efficient to inhibit virus or bacterial in the lung tissue because it directly targeted the virus, bacteria and pathological tissues when intake of the volatile biochemicals through the air-blood barrier.

In the special case of temporary the lockdown or quarantine in Wuhan and other cities, the
isolation for the 2019-nCoV is kept some patients away from hospitalization for normal treatment. Most importantly, it may help to reduce cross-infection for home care treatment of normal flu patients. However, patients still need treatment to relieve their symptoms. The therapeutic inhalation also helped some patients of mild symptom to relief of panic symptoms if the normal remedy was lack. The therapeutic inhalation of onion or garlic was potential for adjuvant therapy.

Huibing Tan has tried an alternative approach for home care of mild respiratory symptoms when suffered virus-flu before. The approach helped to relief headache, cough, sputum production and sneeze. For better experience, it was better to perform the self-management of the approach at onset of the disease. The inhalation of onion or garlic helped to ameliorate the symptoms of flu. It was an alternative out-of-hospital treatment. No other side effects were found. We also suggested that eating of fresh prepared food of onion, garlic and scallions benefited human immunity.

**Figure 1.** Preparation of onion for inhalation. Cut off one fourth or one fifth of onion, and put the big part of the onion under patient’s nose. Deeply inhaled through the nose, held breath for 1-2 seconds, exhaled naturally through mouth. Duration of inhalation for 1-5 min each time. How many times a day is depended on self-judgment. Cut deep layer for further use if the odor reduced.

Direct inhalation of the fresh onion was easy to practice without need any other therapeutic equipment. It could apply to any one who eat onion, garlic and or scallions without allergy of those foods. The concentration of chemicals varies in the different color of onions[17]. For example, some of yellow onions and red onions contain more quercetin[17]. Figure 1 showed a simple way to prepare onion for inhalation. For better action, patients could also blend of onion or cut it into pieces, put blended onion into a glass or a suitable container, and inhaled the onion odor with the container. The Figure 1 showed an easy and straightforward way to get the treatment. The patients could try garlic and or scallions if the onion was not available. Patient should self-adjust the duration of the inhalation. Stop the continued inhalation if the odor of onion produced strong irritating stimulation of the respiratory tract. Patient should carefully prevent respiratory alkalosis caused by
hyperventilation.

Similarly, minced garlic may also be prepared for the same self-treatment at onset of the virus-infected disease. Qiugan Wu recommends by putting minced garlic into mask to prevent virus transmission or treat of the symptoms of virus-infected disease[39]. In 1956, Zhao suggests that garlic is used to treat common Flu [40]. Abdullah also recommends Echinacea-garlic is used as a strategic call for flu season[41]. Garlic extract benefits human immunity[42, 43]. Ma suggests that preparation of garlic medical plaster on acupoints treats common Flu[44]. Wang et al suggest that garlic and scallions can be used to treat the common Flu[45].

Food hypersensitivity of garlic or onion indicates a prevalence of 2.92%[46]. Oral administration of onion can cause toxic in dogs[34]. At present, no clinical studies reported about the inhalation of onion, garlic and or scallions to treat 2019-nCoV pneumonia. we suggested that it was better to ask doctor for advices or set a skin test for allergic examination before inhalation of the onion, garlic and or scallions. The inhalation of the onion, garlic and or scallions was not a standard clinical treatment. The alternative approach may also suggest for common flu with cough or sputum production as well as other respiratory diseases caused by virus. To further confirmation, the relevant experiments or clinical trial should be considered in future. Author do not suggest patients to try other chemical or compounds by the similar ways. The clean, good quality and healthy onion, garlic or scallions could be used without any other chemical contamination. It was better to perform for mild symptoms or onset of the disease.
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